
Online survey - expert panel review (content)

Procedure:

r Researcher demonstrates how pilot survey works to expert, answering any questions
r Researcher provides a copy of the RQs for the expert to read and refer to throughout
o Expert uses the online survey in the following ways:

o / A non-teaching respondent,/ ..o /Aleacher who has not been able to use pyramid on individual basis OR school basis

;2"' A.leacher who has used TAPS pyramid to help with individual practice, but not whole-school

,g" A teacher who has used TAPS pyramid on BOTH individual level and school level

The expert provides oral feedback to the researcher as she completes the survey. At the end, she
provides a brief written summary, using the table below:
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Validity Expert's comments
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Face validity:
Each question has logical link to
RQs I research aims
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Construct validity:
Researcher's understanding of
TAPS pyramid and representation
of it matches that found in the
literature
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Ecological validityr
Different factors affecting the
teachers' experience of using
TAPS pyramid are being collected
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Content validity:
The questions in the survey cover
the full range of issues being
explored in the research
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Desien and Usabilitv Expert's comments
ls language appropriate for target
audience?
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